Addendum 1
ITB # 19-17-206987
Purchase of Two Railcar Movers

Addendum number 1 is issued for questions / clarifications.

The Closing Date for this has not changed. This ITB will close as follows:
Proposals will be received until October 24, 2019 @ 3:00 PM local Alaska time.

Questions:

1. Appendix F asks for a wide cab Trackmobile Hercules or Rail King RK300 G4. Would a Rail King RK290 G6 or Hercules Standard Cab be acceptable?
   Yes, as long as the units meet the required specifications it will be acceptable. The 10’6” dimension is in regard to width so both meet that requirement it unit would work.

2. What quick disconnect fitting size is needed?
   The current fitting on the car mover is a Speedaire item #30E690.

3. Are steel rail wheels required?
   Yes for safety reasons rubber tires rail wheels will not be accepted.

Clarification: All 3 car movers must meet the 10’6” width restriction and have cabs that will reasonably accommodate two people if necessary.

All other terms and conditions remain unchanged.
If there are any questions regarding this addendum please let me know.

Thank you,

Greg Goemer
Sr. Contract Administrator
Alaska Railroad Corporation